
A coworking space should be in perpetual beta, 
constantly changing to reflect its members.

Rule one - ‘your space is never finished’

A community of users should feel that they can play with the space and utilise every 
aspect of it: a white wall may be used as a projection screen, a glass wall could be a 
writable surface, for example. This notion of multi-functionalism creates a sense of flux, 
of exciting things about to happen. Allowing users to engage with the space also helps 
build a sense of ownership, and like a space that is in flux, helps ideas spread and 
facilitates a more relaxed sharing culture.

Understanding the identities of the members is important and the exercise of mapping 
the individuals within the community is something that can be done by the members 
themselves. Local graphic designers could be encouraged to develop member profiles 
with basic member information to be presented within the space, for example.

Due to the dynamic nature of the community, there cannot be an over-reliance on 2D 
member maps: they would become too complex and the task of updating them to 
onerous. It’s more effective to blend their use with new technologies that are reflective 
of the constantly changing activities of the members, a twitter wall, for example.

An exciting opportunity for coworking is the synthesising of the virtual and the physical 
in a way that is truly more than the sum of its parts. Too blend real world physicality 
with data sets, online bandwidth and virtual connectivity would approach something 
like a ‘virtual reality’ for coworking.

However, it is interesting that even with the strides in technology that has enabled 
coworking to flourish we still crave physical connection to make it worthwhile. It is an 
endlessly fascinating paradigm.



Encouraging members to feel ownership of the space and behave independently 
should be seen as an important product of the design of a space. Spaces have this 
ability to build relationships and moreover to communicate member activity to the 
world outside. Windows that face out onto a street can be canvases to display member 
projects, for example. Ground floor coworking spaces could have shop displays 
profiling and even selling the products of the members who work inside them. These 
are exciting opportunities for so called ‘make’ spaces, and give weight to the idea that 
one future for coworking is the full ecology of work in a physical sense, actual products 
as well as services. 

The users of coworking spaces are largely content to serve and manage themselves 
but they need the tools to do this adequately. Availability of laptop stands, stationary, 
headphones, and free tea/coffee for example, can allow members to customise and 
control their own work experience. Members can also manage their own interactions 
with others using simple visual cues such as displaying a red/green cube beside their 
desk to denote their openness to distraction and interaction.

Having these tools easily available to members maximises the capacity for space 
adaptation, shaped by the users. Paid hosts and management teams still however 
have an extremely important role to play in facilitating member engagement, curating 
their experience and evolving the space according to usage patterns.

They also ensure that all basic non shared aspects of the coworking model, e.g. 
payments, are delivered simply and efficiently so that efforts can be focused on those 
aspects that can be shared, e.g. an events programme.

This spectrum of convergence and divergence is an essential factor for the success of 
a coworking space. So much in flux, so many differing needs and so many alternating 
rhythms creates dependencies amongst the themes of the questions that need to be 
addressed constantly:

If a space is too autonomous could it become impossible to foster interaction? Would 
a too effective member mapping tools reduce the opportunity for members to connect 
serendipitously? There are many seemingly contradictory questions such as these.

So the key theme that consistently emerges is that coworking spaces should not 
be overly prescriptive in their design. Instead they need to be sufficiently open to 
interpretation from their users and change over time This openness provides room for 
members to take control of shaping and hosting their environment which in turn helps 
to engender a more collaborative and sharing culture within the space.

Oliver Marlow, collaborative workspace design specialist.



Why People Thrive in Coworking Spaces-
Harvard Business Review.
September 2015 issue (p.28, 30)

There seems to be something special about coworking spaces. As researchers who 
have, for years, studied how employees thrive, we were surprised to discover that 
people who belong to them report levels of thriving that approach an average of 6 on 
a 7-point scale. This is at least a point higher than the average for employees who do 
their jobs in regular offices, and something so unheard of that we had to look at the 
data again.

It checked out. So we were curious: What makes coworking spaces – defined as 
membership-based workspaces where diverse groups of freelancers, remote workers, 
and other independent professionals work together in a shared, communal setting – so 
effective? And are there lessons for more traditional offices?

To find out, we interviewed several coworking space founders and community 
managers, and surveyed several hundred workers from dozens of coworking spaces 
around the U.S.A regression analysis following our survey revealed three substantial 
predictors of thriving:

People who use coworking spaces see their work as meaningful. Aside from the type 
of work they’re doing – freelancers choosing projects they care about, for example — 
the people we surveyed reported finding meaning in the fact that they could bring their 
whole selves to work. They’re able to do this in a few ways.

First, unlike a traditional office, coworking spaces consist of members who work for 
a range of different companies, ventures, and projects. Because there is little direct 
competition or internal politics, they don’t feel they have to put on a work persona to fit 
in. Working amidst people doing different kinds of work can also make one’s own work 
identity stronger. Our respondents were given the opportunity to frequently describe 
what they do, which can make what they do seem more interesting and distinctive.

Second, meaning may also come from working in a culture where it is the norm to help 
each other out, and there are many opportunities to do so; the variety of workers in 
the space means that coworkers have unique skill sets that they can provide to other 
community members.

Lastly, meaning may also be derived from a more concrete source: The social mission 
inherent in the Coworking Manifesto, an online document signed by members of 
more than 1,700 working spaces. It clearly articulates the values that the coworking 
movement aspires to, including community, collaboration, learning, and sustainability. 
These values get reinforced at the annual Global Coworking UnConference. So in many 
cases, it’s not simply the case that a person is going to work; they’re also part of a 
social movement.

They have more job control. Coworking spaces are normally accessible 24/7. People 
can decide whether to put in a long day when they have a deadline or want to show 
progress, or can decide to take a long break in the middle of the day to go to the gym. 
They can choose wheth er they want to work in a quiet space so they can focus, or in 
a more collaborative space with shared tables where interaction is encouraged. They 
can even decide to work from home, without repercussion, if they need to meet a 
repairperson or deal with a family member need.



And while coworkers value this autonomy, we also learned that they equally value 
some form of structure in their professional lives. Too much autonomy can actually 
cripple productivity because people lack routines. Coworkers reported that having 
a community to work in helps them create structures and discipline that motivates 
them. Thus, paradoxically, some limited form of structure enables an optimal degree of 
control for independent workers.

They feel part of a community. Connections with others are a big reason why people 
pay to work in a communal space, as opposed to working from home for free or renting 
a nondescript office. Each coworking space has its own vibe, and the managers of 
each space go to great lengths to cultivate a unique experience that meets the needs 
of their respective members. Grind, for example, is a growing network of coworking 
spaces in New York and Chicago. Anthony Marinos, who oversees Grind’s marketing, 
community management, and member services, shared with us, “When it comes to 
cultivating our community at Grind, we’re all about the human element. We consider 
ourselves as much a hospitality company as we do a workspace provider. Our staff 
knows all of our members by name and profession, and we’re constantly facilitating 
introductions between Grindists.”

WeWork, which recorded a valuation of $5 billion last December, emphasizes how it 
“seek[s] to create a place you join as an individual, ‘me’, but where you become part of 
a greater ‘we.’”

Importantly, however, socializing isn’t compulsory or forced. Members can choose 
when and how to interact with others. They are more likely to enjoy discussions over 
coffee in the café because they went to the café for that purpose – and when they 
want to be left alone elsewhere in the building, they are. And while our research found 
that some people interact with fellow coworkers much less than others, they still felt 
a strong sense of identity with the community. We believe this comes from coworkers 
knowing there is the potential for interactions when they desire or need them.

So what are the implications for traditional companies? Even though the coworking 
movement has its origins among freelancers, entrepreneurs, and the tech industry, 
it’s increasingly relevant for a broader range of people and organizations. In fact, 
coworking can become part of your company’s strategy, and it can help your people 
and your business thrive. An increasing number of companies are incorporating 
coworking into their business strategies in two ways.

First, they’re being used as an alternative place for people to work. Michael Kenny, 
Managing Partner of San Diego-based Co-Merge, told us, “In the past year and a half, 
we’ve seen a dramatic increase in the use of the space by enterprise employees. We 
have seen teams come in to use various on-demand meeting rooms. We have users 
from global companies of size ranging from several hundred to several thousand 
employees who use the space not only to allow their distributed workers to get 
productive work done, but also to attract employees who demand flexible workplace 
and work time.”

Grind is also witnessing growth in the number of remote workers who are becoming 
members. “We haven’t had to reach out to larger organizations, they actually tend to 
just come to us,” Anthony Marinos says. “We’ve had employees from Visa, journalists 
from the Chicago Tribune, and even people affiliated with large financial institutions all 
work out of Grind.”



Spending time away from the office at a coworking space can also spark new ideas. 
Rebecca Brian Pan, the founder of COVO and former chief operating officer of 
NextSpace, explained how Ricoh’s innovation team worked out of NextSpace Santa 
Cruz for several months to observe how people work and where they hit pain points. 
Based on member insight and feedback, and their own observations, the Ricoh team 
explored several new products that could help members in their daily work and chose 
the most highly rated product to pursue. From this effort, Ricoh later launched this 
product globally as their Smart Presenter, a paperless meeting solution.

Second, the lessons of coworking spaces can be applied to corporate offices. Just as 
it’s important to encourage flexibility and support your mobile workforce, there is an 
equally important reality of creating the right kind of work environment inside your own 
walls. But this doesn’t just mean creating open plan layouts or adding a coffee bar.

In reality, people need to be able to craft their work in ways that give them purpose and 
meaning. They should be given control and flexibility in their work environment — many 
companies are increasingly adopting the best planning practice of providing a 1:1 ratio 
(or close to it) of desk seats to seats in shared settings used for either collaborative 
work or quiet work.

Companies are also trying to enable more connections, helping people to interact and 
build community beyond work meetings. Coworking spaces are one place to look for 
guidance, as they regularly offer networking events, training programs, social events, 
and even summer camp. Some companies are going even, further, however. Rich 
Sheridan and James Goebel, founders of Menlo Innovations in Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
recently expanded their office space by 7,000 square feet so that so that start-ups and 
early stage entrepreneurs can work alongside Menlo programmers to spur community 
and innovation.

In a way, the company is reverse-engineering its office into a coworking space.

Our research — which is ongoing — suggests that the combination of a well-
designed work environment and a well-curated work experience are part of the reason 
people who cowork demonstrate higher levels of thriving than their office-based 
counteraparts. But what matters the most for high levels of thriving is that people who 
cowork have substantial autonomy and can be themselves at work. Our advice to 
traditional companies who want to learn from coworking spaces is to give people the 
space and support to be their authentic best selves. The result will be employees who 
feel more committed to your organization, and are more likely to bring their best energy 
and ideas to the office each day. Even if it is corporate headquarters.

Gretchen Spreitzer, Peter Bacevice & Lyndon Garrett



Coworking Manifesto
(coworkingmanifesto.com)

The challenge
We believe that society is facing unprecedented economic, environmental, social and 
cultural challenges. We also believe that new innovations are the key to turning these 
challenges into opportunities to improve our communities and our planet.

The solution
Coworking is redefining the way we do work. Inspired by the participatory culture of 
the open source movement and the empowering nature of IT, we are building a more 
sustainable future. We are a group of connected individuals and small businesses 
creating an economy of innovation and creativity in our communities and worldwide. 
We envision a new economic engine composed of collaboration and community, in 
contrast to the silos and secrecy of the 19th/20th century economy.

The value/the code of conduct of the community
We have the talent. We just need to work together. Different environments need to 
overlap, to connect and to interact in order to
transform our culture. In order to create a sustainable community based on trust, we value:

• collaboration over competition
• community over agendas
• participation over observation
• doing over saying
• friendship over formality
• boldness over assurance
• learning over expertise
• people over personalities
• “value ecosystem” over “value chain”

This new economy cannot thrive without engaging the larger business, creative, 
entrepreneurial, governmental, non governmental and technical communities
together.

The future
We believe that innovation breeds innovation. We will transform the world culture 
into one supportive of the entrepreneurial spirit, of risk taking, of pioneering into 
the unknown territories as the great leaders of our times. This requires education, 
entrepreneurship and a large network of creative workspaces.

We are reshaping the economy and the society through social entrepreneurship 
and  innovation. Our communities are coming together to rebuild more human scale, 
networked, and sustainable economies to build a better world.



The output of a design ‘brainstorm’ facilitated by 
TILT on day three (5th of November) of the 2011 
Co-Working Europe Conference in ClubOffice, Berlin.

TILT is a design practice that specialises in delivering collaborative working spaces. 
Through a process of ‘co-design’, TILT works closely with the users of the space, 
harnessing their knowledge and ideas and combining them with design expertise to 
deliver inspiring and enabling spaces. This brainstorm does not form part of TILT’s co-
design methodology. Instead, it was a simple exercise in pulling together ideas focused 
around three questions that have consistently emerged during TILT’s extensive design 
work with co-working spaces internationally: 

Q1. How can the design of a space encourage collaboration and innovation?
Q2. How is the community mapped and visually represented in the space? 
Q3. How can the design of a space promote autonomous behaviour from its members?
 

How can the design of a space encourage 
collaboration and innovation?

1. Maximise capacity for adaptation - The space can be a relatively blank canvas, 
shaped by the users. Have a room full of tools which can be used and applied in the 
space as required. 

2. Utilise all plains of the space - Every surface can have a function. A wall can be a 
projection screen or a writable chalk board.

3. Promote the flux - Embrace disparate/ multi-functional uses of space that change 
over the course of the day. Encourage movement through the spaces. 

4. Playing with levels and height - Use ceiling height and floor levels to denote 
different zones of space, encouraging different behaviours.

5. Show individuality - Be unique, it’s good to not be the same as other co-working 
spaces. 

6. Playing with light - Flexible lighting allows different tones/moods to be set for 
different zones within the space.

7. Loose definition of space - The function of the space does not need to be 
completely definitive e.g. it’s not just a meeting space or a cafe.

8. Visibility of ideas - Let member’s have sight of each other’s ideas and activities 
within the spaces e.g. Twitter walls 

9. Space unready - The space should never be ‘finished’. It can be in perpetual beta, 
where the users can feel enabled to continue to evolve it.

10. Zones without dividers - Spaces do not have to be physically divided throughout 
the space to allow for different zones/uses. Where possible, openness and 
transparency of activity should be maintained. 



How is the community mapped and visually 
represented in the space? 

1. Map the space defined by activity - Help signal people’s ‘states’ by having visual 
maps representing what activities are generally happening in the different zones within 
the overall space. This could be done through colours on 
The floor.

2. Community identification helps maps the community - There is a necessity for 
people to know who each other are and have sight of each others projects. This is an 
exercise that could be done with members. Local graphic designers can be used to 
develop member profiles.

3. 2D maps become to complex - There shouldn’t be an over-reliance on 2d mapping 
as the changing landscape of members makes the task of updating any member map 
difficult. There is need to blend this requirement with new technology.

4. What and why to map?- A physical member wall can have basic information on 
members e.g. name, company, activity, contact details. This could be supported with a 
geographical map with pins in it which indicate where each member lives.

5. Relationships - It’s important to understand the level of relationship the space 
wants to create within the member community. Also, it’s important not be insular and 
understand how to establish relationships between the members and those outside the 
space.

6. Communicate to the street - Public facing windows and walls represent an 
opportunity to profile members and their activities. A window onto a public street could 
have a ‘shop’ display, making the products of members available for sale.

7. Function through space is “its own representation” - The space itself can 
demonstrate its function through its design. Low ceilings denote quieter working 
spaces e.G. Library/study, while high ceilings can indicate louder working spaces cafe 
style/studio. Members can instinctively know to how to relate to each other, taking their 
cues from the space itself.

8. Function on/off - Members can actively signal to each other their state of readiness 
to connect and collaborate. Like with skype (or an argentinian restaurant!), Members 
can show red using a red cube to indicate when they don’t want to be disturbed and a 
green cube to indicate they are happy to engage.

9. Where members are is where the space is - Design of the space is community 
led. Their activity within the space helps define its function.

10. Reflexive - The space needs to reflect a sense of the dynamism of those who are 
using it e.g. twitter wall 



How can the design of a space promote 
autonomous behaviour from its members? 
1. Not textual but structural - Encouraging people to take control of their environment 
is not necessarily about signage, it is about design decisions in the space. Certain 
design decisions enforce certain types of behaviour e.g. a restricted number of power 
units may reduce laptop usage and encourage reading in that space.

2. Appropriation of the space by members - Have a part of the space as a blank 
canvas which can be appropriated by members for the purposes they need, letting 
them define its use.

3. Self explanatory - The space itself should be easy to navigate and the purposes 
of the different zones relatively clear. Use of sound, light and colour systems can help 
users manage their own behaviours e.g. yellow for ‘loud’ area, green for ‘work’ area 
etc.

4. Mapping interaction - Having an visual representation of the members in the space 
where members can indicate what they would like to ‘give’ to the network in terms of 
skills, and what they would like to ‘get’ in exchange. Encouraging members to host 
their own connections.

5. Gamification - Members should be using technology to have sight of each within 
the space, again taking responsibility for making their own connections. This can be 
combined with fun elements e.g. becoming ‘the mayor’ of the space akin to 4square.

6. Autonomous is too big a word - It’s important to understand the extent to which 
you wish to define the community in the space and for it to host itself vs being hosted 
directly. 

7. A community that runs itself - To what extent should a community be self-
servicing? Self service coffee? Disposing of their own rubbish? 

8. Customisation of desk and space - Members can change the space themselves 
add/ take away elements. This makes them feel more in control of their environment. 

9. Platform to develop - Space can be viewed as a platform like it not just a physical 
vessel for objects but a constantly evolving framework. 

10. Single contact for money and payment - Deliver the basic non shared aspects of 
the collaborative working service model simply and efficiently e.g. payments, so that 
the mem- bers can focus on developing those aspects that can be shared e.g. events 
programme. 



The first global coworking 
survey is now complete.
A total of 661 people from 
24 countries took part in 
the survey
Deskmag and partner organizations.

Firstly, it seems a large majority of coworkers are 
very satisfied with their coworking space. Seventy 
percent of all coworkers said they were very happy 
with their desk in their coworking space. A quarter 
found their coworking space to be okay, while only 
8% of respondents were disappointed by their 
community based office.

The positive results stem from the real advantages 
offered by coworking spaces. Most respondents 
said they are more motivated (85%) and have 
better interaction with other people (88%) since 
they moved into a coworking space. Almost half 
now work in teams more often (57%).

More than half organize their working day better so they can relax more at home (both 
60%). At least 42% of all coworkers also report earning a higher income since joining a 
coworking space, and only 5% suffer from a loss of income.

The price of coworking is satisfactory for most participants. Fifty-four percent said the 
price was exactly right, and about a quarter think it was a little high but still fair (21%). 
One in five respondents would be willing to pay a little more, while only 6% said it was 
too expensive.

As a result of their satisfaction, most coworkers plan to stay where they are for 2011. 
Almost 70% have no intentions to change coworking spaces, 14% will stay at least 
another year, and just under one in ten will remain for three months more. Only 7% of 
coworkers plan to leave their location in the near future.



The survey shows that most coworkers (54%) 
prefer to share a workspace with less than twenty 
people, while 21% say they work well in a space 
with up to 50 coworkers. Large workspaces are 
widely disliked - less than 4% of respondents 
said they favoured a workspace with more than 
50 users. The remaining 21% said size wasn’t 
important.

Coworkers were also asked about their preferred office design. For the majority, an ideal 
coworking space would have a mixture of open shared working areas, as well as smaller 
closed rooms for private conversations. In fact, workplace layout and design was ranked 
as the most important factor about which coworkers want to have more say.

The concept of using a shared flexible desk has caught on. Just under half (43%) of all 
coworkers rent a dedicated desk which they use exclusively. The remaining 57% are 
either happy with or don’t mind using a flexible desk which can be shared with other 
coworkers.

Regarding amenities, unsurprisingly 99% say that internet access is the most 
important service they require. Almost as important are printers and copiers (80%) 
and at least one meeting room (76%). Often coworkers would like a café (61%) and a 
kitchen (50%).

Coworkers don’t care about ping-pong!

Often coworking spaces are portrayed as laid-back fun-loving recreational rooms, 
equipped with ping-pong tables and kicker (or fussball) games. But the global 
coworking survey shows that this image doesn’t match with the desires of coworkers.

Only a quarter of respondents say that recreational activities are important, half 
consider them neutral, and another quarter think they are unimportant.

When asked how often they use provided recreational facilities, the same responses 
appear – only a quarter of coworkers use them regularly, half say seldom, and a quarter 
never at all.

Other facilities considered less important are libraries (used by 26%) and parking 
spaces (used by 29%). However, on the topic of parking, opinions are significantly 
different between North America and Australia on one hand, and Europe, South 
America and Asia on the other. North Americans and Australians rank parking as a 
highly important requirement, while the opposite is true in the rest of the world (The 
differences between regions will be compared further in a future article).

So what draws people to coworking? Why don’t they stay at home, or work in an old-
fashioned office? Because they want flexibility and interaction, the survey shows.

When asked about the most important factors for their work, coworkers rank flexible 
work times as the highest (86%). Equally important is interaction with other people 
(86%), and the ability to share knowledge with them (82%). Coworkers also place high 
value on the random opportunities and discoveries made through such interaction (79%).



The number of coworkers worldwide has risen 
dramatically over the past year, with a coworking 
community almost doubling in size. That’s one of 
the apparent outcomes we can extrapolate from 
the results of the global coworker survey, which 
Deskmag continues to analyse this week. Today 
we look at a profile of the average coworker – who 
are they, how do they work, how much do they 
earn?

One interesting statistic is that half of all respondents reported they had started 
coworking in the past eleven months. When combined with other research by 
Deskwanted that shows the number of coworking spaces has almost doubled in the 
past year from around 350 to over 650, the conclusion is that the total number of 
coworkers worldwide has also doubled. And it shows that customer growth has spiked 
recently, and remains unbroken.

Most coworkers are in their mid twenties to late thirties, with an average age of 34. Two-
thirds are men, one third are women. The same ratio of men to women is generally found 
in the wider entrepreneurial and small business statistics across Europe and the U.S.

Those factors rank ahead of concerns such as price - 72% say the low cost of 
coworking is important. Interestingly, only 42% say that having a quiet and secluded 
place to work is important.

Location matters, especially at lunchtime

When it comes to choosing a coworking space, coworkers give consideration to the 
surrounding neighbourhood. And for the majority (81%), having food options such 
as snack bars or restaurants nearby is highly important. Nearly two-thirds also want 
a supermarket in the vicinity. 34% look for office services nearby, but only 8% need 
childcare facilities in the neighbourhood.

Forty percent of coworkers work daily, 19% work three to four times each week, 16% 
come in once or twice a week, and the remainder drop in a few times each month. 
Just over half of all users (54%) have 24-hour access, 31% work during traditional 
office hours, and the remainder work a limited number of days per month. The survey 
shows that options such as half-day or evening use are unpopular, with less than 1% 
of respondents utilizing such arrangements.

As well as flexible working hours, respondents enjoy having flexible workspaces – 
those that offer the coworking visa, which allows users to visit other coworking offices. 
Almost half (43%) said they would be interested in having one membership that allows 
them access to many coworking spaces worldwide. Yet only 7% said they would like 
this option on a city-wide basis, and 15% on a country-wide basis, showing that the 
coworking visa concept has mostly international appeal.



Slightly more than half of all coworkers are freelancers (54%). Almost 20% are 
entrepreneurs who employ others. Similarly, one in five work as a permanent employee, 
most of them in very small companies with less than five workers. And four in five 
coworkers start their career with a university education.

The overwhelming majority of coworkers now work in the field of creative industries 
and new media. Most of them are web developers or programmers, although the 
boundary between job descriptions is fluid and many coworkers specialize in more 
than one specific field.

Every ninth respondent is a graphic designer or web designer. Just as many are active 
as consultants focusing on the creative industries. The fourth-largest industry is PR 
and marketing. It’s worth mentioning that journalists, writers, architects and artists are 
also present in coworking spaces.

By attending a coworking space, many individuals report making new acquaintance 
who have had a positive effect on their own work. Within the last two months, 43% of 
survey respondents reported meeting one to three helpful acquaintances, while another 
43% have found four or more such connections.

The majority use their workspace to carry out short-term projects. Every fourth project 
does not go beyond a period of one week. Almost two thirds of all projects take no 
more than a month.

Three-quarters of coworkers works near where they live. Fifty per cent live within a 
radius of three miles, and another quarter three to six miles. Half of all coworkers live 
in cities with more than one million inhabitants. Another third live in cities of between 
100,000 and one million inhabitants. A boom of coworking spaces in rural areas is 
therefore unexpected.

At least one in three coworkers travel often to other cities, and almost half of them 
travel to more than three or four cities per year. They are very interested in the concept 
of the Coworking Visa, which would allow them to visit workspaces in other cities. Less 
than 60% of all coworkers consider themselves loyal to their current coworking space. 
One in five people worked at least once in another coworking space, and one in four 
had even been to three or more.

And what does the average coworker get for their efforts at the end of each month? 
A quarter of all coworkers indicated that they earned more than the national average 
income. Fifty-five per cent consider themselves to be right in the middle income 
bracket. Less than one in five live on below-average incomes.

Best paid of all are web programmers and IT specialists, as well as those involved 
in advisory activities. In the middle are graphic designers, press agents, architects, 
journalists and those in non-commercial activity. As could be expected, artists earn the 
worst wages of all.

Unsurprisingly, incomes seems to increase with age; the youngest respondents 
typically earn the least. Occupational status has influence on income; entrepreneurs 
who employ workers earn the most, while employees in small firms are the least 
renumerated. Freelancers without additional staff are in the middle.

These results come from the first global coworking survey, which involved 661 
participants from 24 countries. The next part in the series looks at the development of 
coworking spaces themselves.



Most coworking spaces have more members than 
desks, yet the effective use of their desks is just 
under 50% since not all coworkers work at the 
same time. The majority of workspaces therefore 
seem to have room for more new members. This 
is particularly good to know at the end of summer, 
which is the time most coworking spaces sign 
up the majority of new members. This article in 
the series of the global coworking survey results 
looks at the development within coworking spaces 
themselves.

The coworking survey asked respondents which month they started their membership. 
From this, we were able to pinpoint the most popular time of year for new coworkers to 
begin. Most new coworkers sign up in September, shortly after the summer holidays. 
Another somewhat smaller peak occurs in April. There are two smaller waves shortly 
after the start of the year and at the start of summer.

It doesn’t look so different in the southern hemisphere. In countries such as Australia or 
Brazil most new members also come in September, followed by August. There, it is not 
late summer but early springtime.

As was revealed by a Coworking study of Entreprise Globale - a Belgian think tank 
- most spaces have more members than desks. However, the global survey showed 
that the average desk utilization is just under 50%. How to explain this apparent 
contradiction? Quite simply, not all coworkers are present at the same time. Up to 30% 
drop in to work at very sporadic times. And most of coworkers don’t work 24 hours in 
a row.

The smaller the coworking space, the higher the desk utilization load factor - 
unsurprisingly caused by the very restricted number of desks. Smaller spaces have 
also an higher number of coworkers renting permanent desks, and who come to work 
regularly. At least they pay more often for a fulltime ticket according to the global 
survey.

The bigger the coworking space, the lower the desk utilization load factor. Larger 
spaces have more flexible desks, so they need to provide more empty desks. 
Interestingly, there’s a slight exception for spaces with 50 to 99 desk spaces. But 
with a utilization rate of around 50%, most of spaces have a lot more room for new 
coworkers.

Just under a third of all coworking spaces have desks for less than 19 coworkers. The 
average coworking space provides desks for 38 coworkers at the same time. A quarter 
of all spaces offer desk spaces for more than 50 coworkers.

How does this affect the organization of work spaces, and who makes the decisions? 
In small coworking spaces, either managers or coworkers have a higher say over how 
things are run. As the size increases, it becomes more likely that important decisions 
are made by coworkers and managers together.

And how good do coworking spaces sell their concept to the general public? 70% of 
all coworkers think they are doing a good job. And personal contact seems to be the 
most important factor.



When asked how they heard of their coworking space for their first time, 50% report 
they came in touch with them by friends or colleagues. One in four read about it for 
the first time in a newspaper or an online article. Direct searches via search engines 
such as Google currently play a minor role (17%). Advertising seems to reach the least 
number of people, which is not surprising for such a new market, and will change in 
the future as more coworking spaces open, as more normal and professional they will 
become and as more difficult it will be to attract media attention.

Are there differences between the situation of men 
and women in coworking spaces? Quite a lot, the 
global coworking survey has revealed. Among the 
most stark differences – women undertake much 
shorter projects, they are more likely to have a 
university education, but they earn lower incomes 
than their male coworking colleagues. They can 
substantially improve their income by joining 
a coworking space, but still to a lesser extent 
than men. Yet they are highly satisfied with their 
membership at their coworking spaces.

Men are on average twice as long engaged in a project than women. A third of all 
female coworkers complete their projects within seven days, yet only one in five male 
coworkers finish their projects in that time scale. That might partly explain the lower 
income for women. Also, almost every second man works in the programming-oriented 
professions, while for women the figure is one in ten; programmer and IT experts are 
among the highest earners in coworking spaces.

Should coworking spaces differentiate themselves to favor women? Female coworkers 
do have a different opinion on how their workspace should look and function; they 
prefer having a mixture of closed and open working spaces (55% versus 37% for men). 
Having only open workspaces is something that suits only one in ten women, but one 
in four men.

Responses to the survey indicate that women make more use of meeting rooms 
(54% to 40%). The overall size of a coworking space is something they take into 
consideration when selecting where to work; 80% prefer a space with less than 50 
desks, while men are a bit less concerned about this factor (70%).

In general, women look for more ways to interact with other people. When choosing 
a coworking space, interaction is the most important criteria for females. They also 
believe that belonging to a community is an important factor. They work more often in 
teams than men, work less often alone, and attend more events. They also value office 
security and the opportunities for interdisciplinary work more highly than men.

The recommendation of friends or colleagues is more highly considered when selecting 
a workspace (60%), while for men this advice is less important (44%). Men rely more 
frequently than women on internet search engines to find their workspace (20% to 12%).



Coworking spaces with connections to buses and trains are more highly valued by 
females – almost 40% travel to work on public transport, and they are less likely to 
arrive by bike than men.

Female coworkers appear to be a little more committed to their workspace than men, 
as they plan to remain longer in their current location. They also complete 71% of their 
tasks within their coworking space, while for men this figure is 57%. Men are more 
frequently on the road and working in other cities. Because they travel more often, they 
expressed more interest in utilizing the coworking visa concept than women.

And how do women report their experience of coworking? Females often have more 
positive feedback. They report fostering better interaction with other people (91% 
to 84%), they believe their individual working conditions have become much less 
complicated (55% to 36%). Overall, they are slightly more satisfied with their working 
lives. Yet when it comes to how they feel about the work they produce within a 
coworking space, females and males are almost equal in their positive responses (94% 
to 91%).

The average U.S. coworker is young, male, well-
educated, works in Tech, lives close to their 
coworking facility and is quite satisfied with 
coworking. This profile comes from an analysis 
by Emergent Research of the U.S. data from the 
1st Global Coworking Survey - which were shared 
with Deskmag and other coworking groups as 
organizers of this study.

One of the most interesting findings from the survey is that, contrary to popular 
belief, freelancers are the minority – not majority – of the U.S. coworking population 
responding to this survey. Only 44% are freelancers or solopreneurs, while roughly 
55% of respondents own or work for a company with employees.

Of those working for a company, 18% are entrepreneurs with employees and about 
35% are company employees. This data shows that coworking facilities are becoming 
a popular place for starting and operating new businesses.

The survey also indicates that 8% of coworkers work for companies with more than 
100 employees. Larger companies are starting to experiment with coworking, and 
this data reflects growing corporate awareness of coworking as a work option. This is 
consistent with previous research done by Emergent Research.

In the United States, coworkers tend to be young and male. Forty-one percent of 
coworkers are under the age of 30, and 78% fall under age 40. Only 8% of coworkers 
are over the age of 50.  About 2 out of 3 coworkers are male.

Yet while the average age of members is relatively low, their education levels are quite 
high. Seventy-five percent of coworkers have completed at least a Bachelors degree. 
This is a much higher level of education than the general U.S. population (27%), or 
even U.S. small business owners (50%).



Just like your neighborhood coffee shop, coworking facilities are filled with locals. Over 
30% of coworkers either walk or bike to their coworking facility, and less than half 
(44%) drive.

Satisfaction seems guaranteed for coworkers in the United States. Almost all U.S. 
coworkers agree that their coworking experience has been positive. Ninety-one 
percent of coworkers are either very satisfied (57%) or satisfied (34%) with their overall 
experience, and 85% plan on staying in their current workspace for at least another 
year.

So what sorts of jobs do U.S. coworkers have? That answer is easy: Tech. The broad 
field of technology accounts for over half of U.S. coworkers responding to this survey. 
By segment, 44% of coworkers are Web Developers/Designers, 13% work in Public 
Relations and Marketing, and the other 43% are from a mix of professions including 
artists, entrepreneurs, journalists, and consultants.

In the global coworking survey we asked 
coworkers where they work – in big or small cities. 
We found many differences when we compared 
the two types. Coworkers in smaller towns 
are older, earn more money and prefer smaller 
coworking spaces. They are also more interested 
in interaction and privacy than city dwellers. 
Although there are less of them, small town 
coworking spaces are just as busy as their big city 
counterparts.

Coworkers in small towns of up to 20,000 inhabitants are 43 years old on average. 
This drops continuously to 32 years in cities of up to a million citizens. In cities larger 
than a million, the average age rises again slightly. One reason may be that they also 
represent a larger cross-section of the population than medium-sized towns, especially 
compared to those which have an university. Coworking spaces are in general more 
likely to find in cities with these educational institutions.

To simplify the comparison, we then narrowed the focus to just two types of cities - 
those with less than 100,000 inhabitants and big cities which have more.

Even if only 15% of all coworking spaces are located in small cities, which also offer 
less desks, it doesn’t reduce their ability to attract any customers. The average desk 
utilization during a complete day is almost as high as in big city coworking spaces 
(44%, compared to 48% in larger cities). Yet the unequal distribution of coworking 
spaces also shows, there’s still a much higher need for new workspaces in big cities.

Although the desk utilization rate is the same, small-town dwellers work as half as often 
in their coworking spaces on daily basis (25%, compared to 50% in big cities). For this 
reason, only a third of them rent a dedicated desk, while in big cities the percentage of 
dedicated desk users is 42%.



Apart from a good internet connection and meeting spaces, most of regular office 
features are less important for small-town dwellers. There’s only one big exception - 
the parking space. Almost the half of them go to work by car, while in big cities only 
one in four coworkers drives a car.

And what about differences in the benefits gained from coworking? Those in small 
towns report that they are more fulfilled by the interaction and teamwork provided 
within a coworking space, compared to their big city cousins. They are more interested 
in meeting both experts within and outside their own profession, and less interested in 
meeting potential customers for their businesses within the coworking space.

What are the differences between coworking 
spaces in North America and Europe? The Global 
Coworking Survey reveals that North American 
coworking spaces are larger, with more flexible 
desk users. Community is more importan to 
them. They earn higher incomes, and there is a 
lower proportion of freelancers than in European 
coworking spaces. But on both sides of the 
Atlantic, coworkers are highly content with their 
workspace, with two-thirds declaring no intention 
to leave any time soon.

The preference for all things extra-large in North America also extends to coworking 
spaces. There is an average of 43 coworkers which can work in one space at the same 
time, while in Europe the average is 34. In North America, two-thirds of all spaces can 
accommodate 30 coworkers or more, in Europe it is less than a third.

However the utilization of desks does not increase with size. In the U.S. & Canada, 
the rate of desk utilization is on average 43%, and for more than half of coworking 
spaces it is less than 40%. European coworking spaces, although smaller, put a higher 
proportion of their desks to use (54%).

The reduced capacity utilization in North America doesn’t necessarily lead to financial 
losses, however. Rents on the western side of the Atlantic are usually much cheaper, 
and the commercial properties available for rent are usually larger than in European 
cities. And North American coworking spaces are more likely to be located in smaller 
cities or suburban locations. Thirdly, coworkers need larger facilities for getting more 
flexible desks.

Almost one in two coworkers use a “hotdesk,” while in Europe only a third take the 
flexible option. As a result, North American coworking spaces must often keep more 
desks free for their drop-in members. But they earn money even with empty space. 
60% of coworkers use paid plans that have 24/7 access, the same proportion as in 
Europe.



There are just a few more differences among North 
American and European Coworkers

In North America, more coworkers express a requirement for a strong community 
(81%, compared to 55% in Europe). Europeans place a greater emphasis on good 
office infrastructure (78% to 60%). They are also more concerned about their privacy at 
work (50% to 42%).

And in Europe, two out of three coworkers earn a living as a self-employed freelancer 
or entrepreneur. In North America, the proportion of entrepreneurs with employees, and 
employees of large companies, is much higher. This is why they are also more likely to 
work in teams with others, and earn an higher income.

European coworkers are slightly more educated, 84% have at least a bachelor’s 
degree, compared to 76% in North America. However, both figures are extremely 
above average. Europeans also express a greater desire to utilize the Coworking Visa 
program with worldwide options – although perhaps their proximity to other countries 
contributes to this.

Same age, same professions, same plans to stay

The desire for interaction and the preference for flexible working hours is equally strong 
on both continents. The average age is similar – 34 in Europe, 34 in Canada and 33 in 
the U.S. On both continents, two out of three coworkers are men. The types of jobs 
they undertake are also similar, although in Europe there are slightly less programmers 
in coworking spaces than in North America, and a few more people working as 
architects and consultants.

Most coworkers are satisfied with the price of their desk. And no matter which side 
of the pond, two thirds of coworkers say they have no plans to leave their coworking 
space any time soon. More than 90% like their coworking space.

After four years in a coworking space, members 
begin to lose their satisfaction and attachment. They 
come in to the office less often and make plans to 
leave altogether. The Global Coworker Survey shows 
that the needs and attitudes of coworkers change 
the longer they stay in their workspace. They switch 
from flexible to permanent desks, from office hours 
to 24/7 plans, and desire better infastructure. What 
can coworking spaces do to retain members?

The Global Coworker Survey compared the reactions of new coworkers to those who 
have been in their workplaces for several years. In doing this, Deskmag was able to 
observe the changing attitudes of coworkers over time.



The positive effects of coworking are not appreciated by most coworkers on 
their first day at their workspace. It takes at least three months for the coworker 
to report a high level satisfaction. After this, satisfaction levels increase, until 
the second year when they begin to fall as the initial enjoyment fades and the 
once-unique advantages become routine. But even after four years or more, 85% 
of coworkers still report being satisfied with their workspace, even if this has 
decreased from a peak of almost 95% during their second year.

Their attitudes on other issues show a similar pattern. The extent to which a 
coworker identifies with their workspace increases until between the third and 
fourth year, and then declines slightly. From this point coworkers also begin to 
report a desire to leave their workspace within a year. They also are also less likely 
to come in every day to make use of their desk. Motivation decreases, as does 
income (after three years of compounded gains).

All responses trend consistently downward after the coworkers’ fourth year. What 
conclusions should coworking spaces draw from this? Despite their best efforts to 
retain them, long-term coworkers are likely to drift away. Perhaps this is because 
their businesses expand, and they require more space. Their start-ups are 
acquired by larger companies, and must often move to a new office. Or they find 
jobs within companies. As Deskmag has previously suggested, coworking spaces 
should consider creating an alumni program to keep departed members in their 
community.

Coworkers lose their inhibitions

The survey also revealed the changing needs of coworkers until their fourth year. 
Over time, many desire larger work areas with more members. Interestingly, the 
desire for privacy decreases over time, while the need to belong to a strong 
community increases. This shows that people who arrive at a coworking space 
with initial inhibitions lose them over time. Also striking is the desire for better 
office infrastructure, particularly meeting rooms and printers and copiers. One way 
of retaining members, perhaps, is to continually improve the office equipment.

During the first 15 months, less than a third of coworkers rent permanent desks. 
However their desire for a permanent workstation increases dramatically over 
time: after 46 months, two-thirds of coworkers use a permanent desk. The largest 
increase occurs in the third and fourth year, just as identification and satisfaction 
peak.

Yet the increasing number of permament desk renters presents a problem for 
coworking space operators, who must provide a combination of flexible and 
permanent desks for their diverse member base. If after several years more of their 
flexible members become permanent, less space will be available for newcomers 
and drop-ins. A balance between the two must be found – 50/50 has been 
suggested as an healthy arrangement (However, there are also a lot of successful 
coworking spaces which have only permanent desks).



Coworkers prefer smaller coworking spaces. But 
not everything that people want is necessarily good 
for them - think of your mountain of Easter eggs 
left over from last weekend. While small spaces 
are more comfortable, larger ones provide a wider 
network of opportunities. To evaluate the benefits 
and drawbacks, we have combined new results of 
our Global Coworking Survey with some concepts 
from Mark Granovetter, an eminent network theorist. 

The Global Coworking Survey shows the differences between the users of small 
and large workspaces. The opportunity to make new connections with other 
people is highest when a coworking space is tiny or huge, but falls slightly in 
between.

Respondents to the survey were asked how many helpful connections they had 
made since joining a coworking space. Those in spaces with less than 10 desks 
reported making ten connections. This fell sharply to 5 connections for spaces 
with 10 to 19 desks, then increased slowly back to 7 connections in spaces with 
60 or more desks - since there are just more coworkers to know.

The propensity to work in teams or enjoy better interactions with other people 
decreases as the size of the space increases. Respondents were asked how 
their work style had altered since joining. 95% of coworkers in small workspaces 
report better interactions with others, compared to 84% in larger spaces (still a 
high figure). A more dramatic drop was noted when respondents were asked if 
they work more often in teams; 74% in small spaces said yes, compared to 53% 
in large spaces.

Users of smaller spaces are more likely to have better organized workspaces, 
find it easier to relax at home, and think their working life is less complicated than 
those at bigger spaces. Only on the question of relaxing at home do workers in 
medium-sized spaces report better results than those in small spaces.

So far we’ve looked at the social elements. But when considering economic 
effects, smaller spaces begin to loose their advantages. Users of larger spaces 
– those with between 40 and 59 seats – are more likely to report that they have 
earned higher incomes and are more productive since becoming a coworker. 
Even medium-sized and extra-large coworking space users return better results 
on the question of income and productivity than those from small spaces.

These results may indicate that while coworkers in smaller spaces have stronger 
ties to one another, those in larger spaces have a wider network to which they are 
loosely connected.

It also fits with the theories of sociologist Mark Granovetter, who in his book 
“The Strength of Weak Ties” examined the different benefits of strong and loose 
connections between individuals. Connections range from acquaintances, which 
according to Granovetter are weak ties, to intimate and long-lasting relationships, 
which he ranks as strong ties.



Strong connections mean individuals spend more time together, have greater intimacy 
between each other, trust each other more, share same values (they just have more 
in common) and exchange more often. This is similar to the theories of social capital 
advanced by Pierre Bourdieu, James Coleman and Robert D. Putnam. Strong ties 
mean individuals have a higher quality and quantity of interaction, and enjoy many 
mutually beneficial exchanges.

The Global Coworking Survey didn’t ask about the quality of relationships between 
coworkers, but it did deliver some telling data with regards to quantitiy - how much 
time people spend together in one workspace, and the number of people the coworker 
can turn to for support.

Coworkers in small spaces spend significantly more time together. About 75% of them 
work daily, and 85% of them occupy permanent desks. This contrasts markedly with 
larger spaces, which are more likely to have flexible desk users who drop in less often. 
Small space users are also much more likely to be attached to their space. Therefore, it 
can be construed that coworkers in small spaces have stronger ties to each other.

The results also show that coworkers in small spaces are more often of a common age, 
are more likely to have a similar level of education, and earn a similar income. These 
similarities between each other strengthen their internal ties.

Yet while their internal ties are strong, their connections to others may not be. Workers 
in large coworking spaces meet more people daily, especially as there are more flexible 
desks in their worskspaces, and though their interaction might be less meaningful it 
can still allow for new work opportunities. They also have a more diverse community to 
draw from when they are in need of specialized assistance.

This exemplifies Granovetter’s theory of the strength of weak ties. Individuals who 
spend less time together, yet share the same values, provide better access to new 
information because they are more likely to move in other social circles. They can also 
help find new projects, as Granovetter explained in another of his books “Getting a 
Job.”

So while a small coworking space might provide greater comforts, a larger space 
provides more opportunities. We can’t recommend a perfect size, however a good 
space should provide its users with a core set of values, and provide connections to a 
wider network of individuals, even if they don’t work daily alongside each other. A good 
coworking community is based on both strong and weak ties.

The average age of a coworker is 34 years, but 
most coworking spaces are melting pots of 
individuals from all ages. Our final part of the Global 
Coworking Survey reveals some key differences 
between the needs of younger and older coworkers. 
As they age, coworkers work less, are more flexible, 
and are more loyal to their coworking space. 
Younger coworker, by contrast, are more likely to 
require dedicated desks and 24-hour access.



To discover more about the different needs and characteristics of coworkers from 
various age groups, we dissected the results of participants into three groups, 20-34 
year-olds, 35-49 year-olds, and 50-64 year olds. Those under 20 and over 64 were left 
out of the results, as there weren’t enough responses to analyse properly.

The biggest differences are the job titles and roles held by the coworkers. Older 
coworkers are more likely to be self-employed freelancers, while the younger ones are 
more often employees of bigger companies. But there are more entrepreneurs with 
their own small companies in the younger age brackets.

As might be expected, younger coworkers are more tech-savvy than the preceding 
generation. About 42% of young coworkers are web or IT developers. This percentage 
descends to 25% for the middle age bracket, and drops to 12% in the older age 
category. Instead, senior coworkers are more likely to work as consultants, PR experts, 
designers or journalists.

Coworkers of all ages roughly agree with each other when it comes to their opinions 
about the most important benefits of coworking. They all find that interaction, flexible 
worktimes, random discoveries, knowledge sharing and low costs are the greatest 
benefits, while security, peace and privacy and easily-changed workplaces are the last 
of their priorities. Older ones are less likely to report improved interaction with other 
people (77%, compared to 89% for the younger age brackets), but they enjoy a similar 
level of improved motivation and productivity.

Some major differences were revealed in other characteristics. Youngsters can relax 
more easily at home after joining a coworking space - 70% report this result, compared 
to less than 50% of older workers.

But it seems older coworkers can relax more while at work. They are more likely to use 
a flexible desk, are less likely to require 24-hour access, live closer to their coworking 
space, and spend less time on each project. By comparison, younger coworkers are 
more likely to need 24-hour access, a permanent desk, spend more time on each 
project, and travel further to their coworking space.

One interesting result to end with: it’s not just the younger coworkers who make lots of 
valuable new acquaintances through coworking. Within two months of joining a space, 
most young coworkers make an average of six valuable new connections. The middle 
age bracket reports a slightly lower number of new connections. This rebounds in the 
older age bracket, who report an average of seven important new connections since 
joining.



Sample layouts
12 layout examples of respected coworking spaces from around the world.

1. Wecross by Dror (New York)



Sample layouts
12 layout examples of respected coworking spaces from around the world.

2. CoCo Collaborative (Minneapolis)



Sample layouts
12 layout examples of respected coworking spaces from around the world.

3. HuB (Sarasota)



Sample layouts
12 layout examples of respected coworking spaces from around the world.

4. moboff SHINJUKU i-LAND (Tokyo)



Sample layouts
12 layout examples of respected coworking spaces from around the world.

5. Catalyst (Orlando)



Sample layouts
12 layout examples of respected coworking spaces from around the world.

6. Local Works (South Carolina)



Sample layouts
12 layout examples of respected coworking spaces from around the world.

7. Makeshift (New York)



Sample layouts
12 layout examples of respected coworking spaces from around the world.

8. Neuehouse (hollywood)



Sample layouts
12 layout examples of respected coworking spaces from around the world.

9. CoworkRS (Brooklyn)



Sample layouts
12 layout examples of respected coworking spaces from around the world.

10. Flywheel (Winston-Salem)



Sample layouts
12 layout examples of respected coworking spaces from around the world.

11. UnBoxed (Noida, India)



Sample layouts
12 layout examples of respected coworking spaces from around the world.

12. T-Rex (Missouri)



Space craft...
The New York coffee shop



Space craft...
Cool and calculated



Space craft...
You don’t have to be mad to work here...



Space craft...
The architects vision



Space craft...
New urban rustic


